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ABOUT THE EXHIBITION
The exhibition at the United Nations Headquarters in New York City (USA), which came at the invitation of the President of the
General Assembly himself, will run from the 5th to 30th of June 2017. The exhibition is a collection of newly commissioned works
which are part of the overall Australia: Defending the Ocean showcase project. The exhibition at the United Nations Headquarters
will coincide with World Oceans Day and the Sustainable Development Goal 14 conference (The Ocean Conference). Both of these
events speak to the very core environmental concept of the Australia: Defending the Ocean project.
The display at the United Nations Headquarters is comprised of two exhibition components: 18 sculptural ghost-net (discarded
fishing net) sculptures by artists from Pormpuraaw Art & Culture Centre and a cast aluminium sculptural work, also inclusive of a
wall display of 3 linocut prints, by Brian Robinson (represented by Onespace Gallery). These works will showcase innovation and
highlight the ambition to diversify into new mediums and art practices which is emerging from Cape York and the Torres Strait
(Queensland, Australia), while at the same time maintaining cultural, social and environmental concepts. While being high quality
artworks, the works featured in this exhibition are primarily a vehicle of cultural and artistic expression by which the artists, who
are Traditional Owners/Custodians of their regions, are able to highlight the devastating effect that pollution can have on
ecosystems for both humans and aquatic life.
Following on from the United Nations Headquarters show, the works have been invited to travel to the University of Virginia, in
partnership with the renowned Kluge-Ruhe Aboriginal Art Collection. The Kluge-Ruhe Collection is the only museum dedicated to
Indigenous Australian art outside Australia and has many strong ties with the art industry in Australia. This exhibition is set to
launch in September and run until the 7th of January 2018.
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PROJECT HISTORY
From 24th March to 30th September 2016 the Oceanographic
Museum of Monaco housed the Australia: Defending the
Oceans at the Heart of Aboriginal & Torres Strait Islander Art’
exhibition, which was one of three exhibitions making up the
“Taba Naba – Australia, Oceania, Arts of the Sea People”
exhibition.
The exhibition featured over 50 artworks from artists
representing five different remote communities. As a direct
result of the “Taba Naba” exhibition, in 2017 through to 2018
multiple opportunities have since arisen for the Australia:
Defending the Ocean exhibition to be toured and showcased
globally.
The United Nations Headquarters in New York City (USA) is one
of the most unique partnerships to develop from the Monaco
exhibition. The exhibition has also been invited to be exhibited
at the University of Virginia (USA) in partnership with the KlugeRuhe Aboriginal Art Collection from September 2017 until early
January 2018.
Installation of works at the Oceanographic Museum of Monaco in 2016.

ENVIRONMENTAL MESSAGE
The extent of devastation caused by ghost-nets has
only recently come to light in Australia through the
success of ghost net weaving by Aboriginal & Torres
Strait

Islander

artists

from

Tropical

North

Queensland.
Ghost-nets are the discarded nets of fishing
trawlers which float through the oceans, entwining
sea life. This in turn upsets ecosystems and food
sustainability for both sea life and humans.
Traditional

Owners

have

ingeniously

taken

something destructive, causing detriment to their
sea territories and fashioned it into sculptures with
a powerful statement: survival.

Pormpuraaw artist and Elder, Sid Bruce Short Joe,
retrieving ghost-nets off the beach to be used for weaving.

CULTURAL IMPACT
Opportunities

resulting

from

exhibition's

earlier involvement in the ‘Taba Naba’
exhibition in Monaco last year has both
strengthened and forged new & existing
pathways for the artists to reinforce their
efforts to safeguard the environment
on the world stage.
Through their art practice the participating
artists have started a movement within their
home communities. The artworks, while
intricate and awe inspiring on scale, are also
the final product of hard work and tireless
ambition to preserve their traditional way of
life and their totem animals.
Attendees to the exhibition will be able to
learn from those on the front-line of coral reef
protection and the battle to curb pollution.

TOP/BOTTOM: Photos by Jane Dermer, courtesy of Ghost Nets Australia

THE ARTWORKS – GHOST NETS
“These works are an expression of the artists' culture and a message to the
world telling of their struggle and efforts to preserve what's
always been theirs”
– Paul Jakubowski, Pormpuraaw Art & Culture Centre Manager

Artist Sid Bruce Short Joe building the frame for what will become
his Bat fish ghost-net sculpture.

THE ARTWORKS – GHOST NETS

“Currently the artistic output from Tropical North
Queensland in regards to critical acclaim has recently
challenged that of the Central Desert from the 1970s;
ghost-net sculptures are Tropical North Queensland
artist’s answer to the universally recognised dot
paintings of the Central Desert.”
– Stéphane Jacob, Senior Curator

Artist Steven Kepper performing a traditional dance, bearing one
of his ghost-net Tuna fish sculptures on the beach of
Pormpuraaw.

THE ARTWORKS – GHOST NETS

Paul Coleman’s colourful fish ghost-net sculpture.

Marlene Holroyd's Puffer fish ghost-net sculpture.

“We couldn't be more pleased that institutions such as
the United Nations and Kluge-Ruhe are opening their
doors to help promote the new and emerging practice
of ghost-net weaving.
I certainly feel that since Monaco last year, a global
market and much interest is being forged for such
works because of our project.”
– Suzanne O’Connell, Associate Curator

Sid Bruce Short Joe's Mangrove Jack ghost-net sculpture.

THE ARTWORKS – STINGRAY – OCEAN GUARDIAN
Through this editioned sculpture, Stingray – Ocean Guardian, I relay the
creation story of the Great Barrier Reef ‘Gunya and the Sacred Fish story’ as
told by Gimuy Walabura Yidinji elder Gudju Gudju (Seith) Fourmile in his recent
documentary David Attenborough’s Great Barrier Reef.
I acknowledge the local mythic importance of this graceful creature and its
primacy in this creation story and the connection it has to my own Aboriginal
ancestry as this animal is one of Nara Jira Para's clan totems from the white
silicon sand dunes of Shelburne Bay, Eastern Cape York Peninsula (the
Wuthathi people). Nara Jira Para is the mother of my grandfather, Ali
Drummond.
The back of the stingray is covered in hand-carved minaral, the distinctive
graphic traditional patterning of the Torres Strait that has its origins in
Melanesian artistry, in the rhythmical forms of pattern and dance. This style
that has come to the fore in recent years through the medium of printmaking
[linocuts]. The Torres Strait print movement’s arabesque patterning loosely
conforms to a combination of rhythmic attributes full of liveliness and
shimmering movement. The patterns are also used to disguise discernible
shapes and motifs further alluring the viewer to spend ever-increasing
amounts of time uncovering the intricacies of texture, shape and meaning. The
effect provides emphasis to the importance of an orderly system representing
the complete world, full of wisdom and mythology, where all its parts and
motifs are contained, having their time, space and place.
The stingray element, in this instance is extracted from the holistic installation
and is given the status of its own standalone unique character. Suspended in
space and hovering as real stingray might – acting as a guardian of the reef as
it continues its annual migration. The stingray does not make contact with the
reef or coral, preferring to move only with the sway of the tide, therefore
underlying its benevolent presence as an ocean guardian.
Brian Robinson

Brian Robinson, “Ocean Guardian”, 2017.
Photo: Louis Lim, courtesy Onespace Gallery.
Medium:
Size:
Edition:

Cast aluminium with carved minaral
1100mm wingspan
2 AP + 5

Brian Robinson, “Reef Guardian 1”, linocut print.
Photo: Fanny Saumure, courtesy Onespace Gallery, 2017.

THE ARTISTS – SID BRUCE SHORT JOE
Born in Aurukun, on the Western Cape of Cape York Peninsula, in 1964 during
the Mission days, Sid Bruce Short Joe has become known as one of the
beloved artists from the region. Living in the small coastal community of
Pormpuraaw, also on the Western Cape, Sid’s arts practice has expanded
across many mediums to include print making, painting and ghost-net
weaving. His work celebrates his rich collective culture but also his individual
meditations of his cultural past and life around him.
As a recognised Elder of the Wik Liyanh people, his traditional saltwater totem
is the bull shark and freshwater totem is the blue tongue lizard and his tribal
land is North East, inland of Pormpuraaw.
Since starting at the Pormpuraaw Art & Culture Centre in 2010 Sid has
mastered the many crafts he creates with and has since produced a large
volume of work. His position in the community, dedication to his people and
his culture, his cheerfulness and eye for detail, expressed in his art, has seen
him featured in many a documentary including the Australian Museum’s
documentary “Crocodile Sorcery”, the inspiration of at least two books
published by the Art Centre and a highly sought after artists by collectors at art
fairs across the country. He has work is on permanent display at Canopy Art
Centre in Cairns (Queensland) and in the collections of Tail Gallery (New South
Wales), Alcaston Gallery in Melbourne (Victoria) and the Australian Museum
(New South Wales).
In 2016 Sid was the keynote speaker and presenter of Pormpuraaw art during
NAIDOC celebrations sponsored by the Department of Foreign Affairs at a
special exhibition event held at the RG Casey building in Canberra.
Sid was also one of Pormpuraaw Art & Culture Centre’s key participating artists
in the pioneering Australia: Defending the Oceans at the Heart of Aboriginal &
Torres Strait Islander Art exhibition component of the larger Taba Naba Australia, Oceania, Art of the Sea Peoples exhibition at the Oceanographic
Museum of Monaco in 2016.

Photo: Paul Jakubowski, 2017.

THE ARTISTS – BRIAN ROBINSON

Photo: Mark McCormack, The Cairns Post, 2017

Born in 1973 Brian Robinson was raised on Waiben (Thursday Island) in the Torres Strait Islands. Robinson is now one of the most
celebrated contemporary Australian Indigenous artist of his generation. Robinson’s work is considered highly innovative. His worksespecially his often large-scale, intricate lino prints- speaks to popular culture as he masterfully fuses contemporary influences, such as
the storytelling of superhero mythology, with more traditional and historical influences of his people and culture.
It is Robinson’s philosophy that art offers a way of making tangible connections between human, environmental and spiritual forces- or
at least it provides psychological triggers that remind us to think closely about what is around us and why it matters.
Robinson says that within his community “there remains a strong belief in the land and ocean as sentient, or that ancestral spirits
imbue the environment, creating a situation in which spiritual and physical aspects cannot be altogether separated”.
Robinson has been recognised with multiple awards and grants both within the arts and broader community sectors. Most recently he
was announced the winner of the 2017 prestigious Hazelhurst Work on Paper Award. His leadership has also been recognised outside
his
industry,
having
been
awarded
the
Young
Australian
of
the
Year
(2000).
Robinson’s sculpture is also visible in urban landscapes as well as in many high profile public art galleries and events across Australia.
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